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Rosie the Riveter is the iconic female figure of those who worked
in defense industries during WWII. The term “Rosie” inspired a social
movement that increased the number of working American women
from 12 million to 20 million in 1944. The image of “Rosie the Riveter”
resembled the majority of working women during this time period.
What unified the experiences of these women was that they proved to
themselves and the country that they could do a “man’s job” and do it
well.
Team 1481 kept this information in mind when choosing their
team name, The Riveters. For an all-girls high school robotics team,
Rosie is a powerful symbol that inspires young girls to follow their interests in the STEM fields of study. We incorporate Rosie’s image into
our team uniform, robot, print and social media. We not only use
Rosie’s outfit and colors, but her authenticity, her determination, and
her hardworking spirit. This year, we focused on these three main qualities, and used our various platforms to inspire young women to strive
for their goals. Our main goal is to embody Rosie’s “We Can Do It!”
spirit to achieve our goals and overcome obstacles as a team.
An important figure to Mercy High School is Catherine
McCauley, founder of the Sisters of Mercy. Catherine recognized the
many needs of the people who were economically poor in the early
nineteenth century Ireland and determined that women like her could
make a difference. Her main goal was to establish a place to shelter and
educate women and girls. Mercy High School is founded on the values
of human dignity, option for the poor, justice, service, and mercy. As a
team, we try and inspire these values through our outreach, community
events, and competition.







Description
How we view ourselves
Driven

Inspiring

Optimistic

Progressive

Engaged ‘

Passionate

Fantastic

Trailblazing

Determined

Innovated

Lively

Diligent

Enthusiastic

Exploring

Awesome

Extravagant

Active

Open Minded

Kind

Strong

Organized

Welcoming

Hectic

Diverse

Fun

Collaborators

Productive

Connected

core Colors

Hex: #091A2C
RGB: 9, 26, 44

Hex: #FDE404
RGB: 253, 228, 4

Hex:#FFFFFF Hex:#D4000
RGB:255,255,
RGB:212,0,0
255

Hex:#8B8B8B

Textures And PATTERNS

Riveted Sheet
Metal

White Polka Dots
on Red Background

Hyper Speed on Blue
Background

